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“A man's heart deviseth his way: but the LORD directeth his steps.” Proverbs 16:9 KJV
Like many of you our plans have changed numerous times over the last months. Plans in ministry,
in personal lives, church, and work continue to change with how we are able to minister and
conduct the plans we have made. But like this verse of scripture says-manʼs plans, but the Lord
directs our steps. I am thankful for that despite our plans God has our steps directed.
Lesa and I celebrated our 40th wedding anniversary on August 3rd. We had saved for years to
take our dream vacation to Alaska for several days, and of course we were not able to take that
trip as travel on cruise ships and trains through Canada and Alaska are not taking place at this
time. We rebooked for next year as plans changed. We didnʼt travel anywhere but we just took a
few days to spend time together and eat at some of our favorite local restaurants.
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Points Of Interest

I have taken sometime this month to clean up the shop and do some maintenance work on
equipment that is used in the shop and traveling. Also, I was able to do a little maintenance on
the shop doors and the building itself. We are blessed to have the shop and most of the
equipment needed to perform repairs for missionaries and churches. When we built the shop in
Acworth, GA we funded the build with personal funds that the Lord paid off in a few years…The
LORD is GOOD!
We also spent about $ 25,000 personally to add the equipment we were lacking for repairs.
Through the years we have been able to pay this amount down to $ 8,500. We would like to pay
off this debt in the next months to come. Would you please pray with us about that? We know
the Lord will provide a way if we pray earnestly. The Lord has allowed us to be blessed by having
this shop and equipment to serve people.
August of course in the south has continued to be warm weather wise. I have been able to help
out some local families who have young children with health issues with their air conditioning
system needs (wasnʼt working) in their vehicle. We were able to make these repairs at no cost to
them. Some other repairs were completed to a college studentʼs vehicle for them to return to
school. We like to help out the young Christian students whenever we can as many of them are
great witnesses at their schools for the Lord, and that is not a popular thing to be seen these days.
Lesa and I did take a long weekend at the end of the month to travel to Ohio and celebrate our
grandson, Connorʼs first birthday. We are so excited they are a little closer and we can see them
more times during the year. As many of you know, your grandchildren seem to grow up twice as
fast as your children do.
God has been good to the Macedonian Mechanics Ministry. In a time when many churches canʼt
meet regularly and a slowed uncertain economy, we have received offerings which are allowing us
to complete and start several major projects on vehicles to be given and delivered to missions.
Thank you for your continued prayers and support.
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